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ABSTRACT 

Network and internet applications are growing rapidly in the recent past. These applications are used by 

thousands of users and controlled by different administrative entities. It is mainly used as an efficient means for 

communication, entertainment and education. With the rapid growth of internet, there is a need for protecting 

confidential data. The Internet was however originally designed for research and educational purpose, not for 

commercial applications. So internet was not designed with security in mind. As the internet grows the existing 

security framework was not adequate for modern day applications. Cryptography plays a vital role in network 

security. Though, many cryptographic algorithms are implemented by the research community all over the 

world. But all the algorithms had some limitations such as the algorithms are implemented for specific 

applications, key size or block size limited to 64,128 and 256 bits. This paper presents various evaluation 

techniques and performance metrics that can be used to test any cryptographic algorithms.  This work will be 

base for further research work especially in implementing new encryption algorithms. 
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I.  INTRODUCTION 

Communication networks and Internet had a tremendous growth in the recent past years. Today most of the 

government sectors, financial institutions, corporations, military and others exchange huge amount of 

confidential information by using the Internet [1]. With the rapid growth and usage of Internet for commercial 

purpose, protection of confidential information ensuring data integrity and data origin authenticity is very 

important. The Internet was however originally designed for research and educational purpose, not for 

commercial applications. The increase in the users of Internet, the existing security framework was found 

inadequate for modern day applications and software [2].  

Cryptography is the science of using mathematics to encrypt and decrypt data. It provides a way to store 

sensitive information or transmit it to the insecure networks (i.e. the Internet) so that it cannot be read by anyone 

except the intended recipient [3]. This technique is widely used to protect data that traverses over open and 

unsecured networks. Many cryptographic algorithms have been implemented by the research organizations all 

over the world. But all the algorithms had some limitations such as the algorithms are implemented for specific 

applications, key size or block size limited to 64,128 and 256 bits. Though many cryptographic algorithms 
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available in market, it is very difficult to select appropriate algorithm for specific real time applications [4]. 

There is a need for mathematical model to evaluate the performance of the encryption algorithms. This work 

presents several mathematical models for the performance analysis of cryptographic algorithms. This work also 

uses Blowfish and IDEA algorithms to execute the mathematical models to show the performance analysis. 

 

1.1 Blowfish 

Blowfish: Blowfish [5] is a 64-bit symmetric block cipher with variable length key. The algorithm operates with 

two parts: a key expansion part and a data encryption part. The role of key expansion part is to converts a key of 

at most 448 bits into several sub key arrays totaling 4168 bytes. The data encryption occurs via a 16-round 

Feistel network. Each round consists of a key dependent permutation, a key and data-dependent substitution. All 

operations are EX-ORs and additions on 32-bit words Blowfish is successor to Twofish [8]  

 

1.2 IDEA 

The IDEA [6] is a 64-bit block cryptographic algorithm which uses a 128-bit key. This key is the same for both 

encryption and decryption. The algorithm consists of nine phases: eight identical phases and a final 

transformation phase. The encryption takes place when the 64-bit block is propagated through each of the first 

eight phases in a serial way where the block divided into four 16-bit sub-blocks is modified using the six sub-

keys corresponding to each phase six sub-keys per phase and four sub-keys for the last phase). When the output 

of the eighth phase is obtained the block goes through a last phase the transformation one, which uses the last 

four sub-keys. . In terms of energy of key setup and encryption, IDEA is on par with AES. IDEA is supposed to 

have very good cryptanalytic properties, thereby combining efficiency with acceptable security [7]. 

 

1.3 SF Block  

SF Block cipher [9] is a 512 bit block cipher. This Block cipher is based on a design principle known as a 

Substitution permutation network (SP Network). The algorithm is designed based on Advanced Standard 

Encryption (AES) algorithm. It takes a block of the plaintext and the key as inputs, and applies several 

alternating rounds or layers of substitution boxes (S-boxes) and permutation boxes (P-boxes) to produce the 

cipher text block. In the case of SF Block Cipher the block size is 512 bit and the key size is also 512 bit. 

Message block and key can be realized as a 4*16 matrix (4 rows and 16 columns.). For encrypting and 

decrypting a single block, the SF Block cipher algorithm applies its Functions in N Rounds. The working 

principle of the algorithm can be found in [9] 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Analytical model is described in section II that is followed by 

Performance metrics in section III. In section IV Mathematical model was presented that can be applied for 

various algorithms. Section V Presents the Performance evaluations of Blowfish and IDEA and SF Block cipher 

and Section VI finally concludes the research work  
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II. ANALYTICAL MODEL 

Analytical modeling, measurement and evaluation have been identified as the three main approaches commonly 

used for evaluating the communication networks systems [9]. The result of the evaluation is used to set the 

network performance indices given a traffic workload and network configuration. In this research work, the 

network performance is evaluated after applying the proposed security algorithm for the TCP/IP Protocol Suite. 

An analytical modeling is nothing but the rough representation of the real life behavior of a system. It is 

sometimes referred to as a mathematical model. Such representation is done using a set of mathematical 

symbols. Analytical model is built, solved and validated using analytical process modeling. Analytical modeling 

is predetermined for simple systems to the extent that it simplifies any complicated systems as the case may be 

whenever a complex system is involved. Measuring performance of the proposed system is made real time 

where the prototype of the protocol is presented for the evaluation. This method requires a prototype of the 

system to be developed by the researcher and tested within a particular network environment usually within the 

simulated environment [10]. The performance of the prototype is tested both during and after executing the 

prototype. The following figure shows the evaluation techniques of any cryptographic algorithms [11]. 

 

Fig. 1. Evaluation Technique  

Computer simulation [10] is regarded as a technique used to examine a broad range of models presenting a kind 

of real-world systems using specific simulation application software primarily developed in order to imitate 

some basic features of the system. In the same manner, proposed simulation system involves the theory behind 

designing and executing a security model and finally analyzing the output using appropriate network simulation 

software. Such an approach supports easy modification of the design architecture by remodeling. The evaluation 

process is repeated each time and a modification is made until the desired level of performance is achieved.  

 

III. PERFORMANCE METRICS 

The setup for the proposed experiment is designed as two architectures such as wired architecture and wireless 

architecture. For wired architecture, Local Area Network (LAN) with eight Pentium IV systems is used as 

shown in the Figure 2. For wireless architecture two laptops are used in the experiment as shown in the Figure 3. 

The two laptops (sender and receiver) had windows XP professional installed on it.  

The first laptop (sender) is connected to access point. In the experiments, the first laptop encrypts a different file 

size for different data types ranges from 321 Kilobytes to 7.139Megabytes for text data (.DOC files), from 33 

Kbytes to 8,262 Kbytes for audio data (.WAV files), from 28 Kbytes to 131 Kbytes for pictures and Images 
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(.GIF and GPG files) using .NET environment, two commonly used encryption algorithm such as IDEA with 

different key sizes and Blowfish are selected and implemented.  

 

 

                           

Fig. 2. Wired Architecture (Test Bed)  

 

Fig 3. Wireless architecture (Test Bed) 

These implementations are thoroughly tested and are optimized to give the maximum performance for each 

algorithm. The results are checked and tested for AES Rijndael that supposed to be the best encryption 

algorithms by a different implementations program to give the maximum performance for the algorithms and 

make sure the results are the same using multiple platforms. Then for transmission of data, the two laptops are 

connected wirelessly. Data is transmitted from the first laptop to the second one through the wireless link using 

TCP/IP protocol.  

The experiment are applied in two mode of wireless LANs connection (BSS and ad hoc mode).Using IEEE 

802.11 standard, data is transmitted using the two different types of authentication. First, data is transmitted 
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without using the proposed algorithm. Then the data was transmitted with the proposed algorithm[11]. The 

results are compared with different parameters. The hardware specifications for the above mention architecture 

are as follows.   

Performance is evaluated for the proposed algorithm based on the several metrics which are best suited for the 

cryptographic algorithms. The performance is evaluated separately for text data encryption and voice data 

encryption. The metrics [11] that are selected for the evaluation are encryption time, decryption time, 

throughput of encryption, throughput of decryption, diffusion analysis, CPU process time, and CPU clock 

cycles, power consumption and memory utilization.  

 Encryption time: The encryption time is the total time taken to produce a cipher-text from plain-text. 

The calculated encryption time is then used to calculate the throughput of the encrypted algorithm. It 

gives the rate of encryption.  

 Decryption time: Decryption time is the total time taken to produce the plain-text from Cipher-text. The 

calculated decryption time is then used to calculate the throughput of the decrypted algorithm. It gives 

the rate of decryption.  

 Throughput of Encryption: The throughput of the encryption scheme defines the speed of encryption. 

When there is an increase in the throughput of the encryption algorithm, there is a decrease in the power 

consumption algorithm. 

 Throughput of Decryption: The throughput of the decryption scheme defines the speed of decryption. 

When there is an increase in the throughput of the decryption algorithm, there is a decrease in the power 

consumption algorithm. 

 CPU process time: The CPU process time is the time that a CPU is dedicated only to the particular 

process for calculations. It reflects the load of the CPU. More the CPU time used in the encryption 

process, the higher is the CPU load. 

 CPU Clock: The CPU clock cycles are a metric, reflecting the energy consumption of the CPU while 

performing on encryption operations. Each cycle of CPU will consume a minute amount of energy. 

 Power Consumption: It is the total power that required by the encryption and the decryption algorithm.  

It was estimated based on the throughput of the encryption and decryption algorithms. When there is an 

increase in the throughput of the encryption/decryption algorithm, there is a decrease in the power 

consumption algorithm. 

 Memory utilization:  The memory requirement for the encryption and decryption.  

 

IV.  MATHEMATICAL MODEL 

Several experimental procedures are used such as different encoding techniques for encryption, different packet 

sizes of data, different data types and different key sizes. In the case of encoding two types are used such as 

Base64 encoding and hexadecimal encoding.  Packet size range from 0.5 MB to 20MB is used. Different data 

types such as text or document and images are used for each selected algorithms. Different key sizes are 

employed to trace the performance of the selected algorithms specifically power consumption. The formula to 

calculate the average encryption time is given in the equation (1). 
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 (1) 

Where  

AvgTime = Average Data Rate (Kb/s), Nb = Number of Messages, Mi=Message Size (Kb) 

Ti=Time taken to Encrypt Message Mi 

Encryption time is used to calculate the throughput of an encryption scheme. It indicates the speed of 

encryption. The throughput of the encryption scheme is calculated as in equation (3.2). 

                                  Et

Tp
Throughput 

                                                  (2) 

Energy consumption for encryption and decryption can be measured in several ways. The first method used to 

measure energy consumption is to assume that an average amount of energy is consumed by normal operations 

and to test the extra energy consumed by an encryption algorithms. This method simply monitors the level of the 

percentage of remaining battery that can computed by equations. The battery life is consumed in percentage for 

one run.  

                              RunsofNo

eBatterylifinChange
OneRun

__

__


                     (3) 

Average battery Consumed per iteration 

RunsofNo

IterationconsumedBatteryN

__

/_

1


           (4) 

The second method of security primitives can also be measured by counting the amount of computing cycles 

which are used in computations related to cryptographic operations. For computation of the energy cost of 

encryption, the equation 3.5 as shown below was used.        

IcycleampereEncryptiontB  )(_cos_      (5) 

)/(

_cos_
__

SecCyclesF

encryptiontB
CostEnergyTotal           (6) 

                                                                            (7) 

Where 

Bcost_Encryption: = basic cost of encryption 

Τ = The total number of clock cycles. 

I = The average current drawn by each CPU clock cycle. 

Total_Energy_Cost= The total energy cost (amp seconds). 

F: clock frequency (cycles/sec). 

Energy_cost = The energy cost (consumed). 

So the amount of energy consumed by program P to achieve its goal (encryption or decryption) is given by 

 NIVCCE                          (8) 

Where N = The number of clock cycles. 

 τ = The clock period. 

 VCC = The supply voltage of the system 

I = The average current in amperes drawn from the power source for T seconds. 
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Several cryptanalysis methods are used to evaluate the security strength of the proposed system such as cipher-

text only attacks, chosen plain-text attacks, adaptive chosen plain-text and cipher-text attacks, side channel 

attacks, brute force attacks and meet in the middle attacks. Other than this, autocorrelation analysis and the 

frequency distribution analysis were done to evaluate the security weakness of the algorithm.   

The auto-correlation test [14] .mainly tests a line of auto-correlation. If {an} = {a0, a1, a2,…} is any binary 

sequence, the auto-correlation C(τ) is defined as 

 

                                                (9) 

  

Here, τ can be treated as a phase shift of the sequence {an}. C (τ) measures the amount of similarity between the 

sequence and its phase shift. This is always highest for τ =0, and if {an} is random, C(τ) is quite small for most 

other values of τ. The autocorrelation analysis gives the randomness of data after every round of encryption 

process, by which the security strength is evaluated for the proposed system.   

 

V. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS 

The performance measure of encryption and decryption schemes [17] was conducted using several performance 

metrics such as energy consumption, changing data types such as text or document and images, changing packet 

size and changing key size for the selected cryptographic algorithms. The experiments are performed several 

times to assure that the results are constant and are valid to compare the different algorithms.  

The encryption time was calculated for the Blowfish with three different key sizes and SF Block cipher with 

different key size. It is the total time taken to produce a cipher-text from plain-text. The calculated encryption 

time is then used to calculate the throughput of the encrypted algorithm. Different file sizes ranging from 40 Kb 

to 8000 kb is used for the evaluation. It gives the rate of encryption. 

 

  Table 1. Time Consumption for Encryption (Different Keys) 

 

It can be seen that going from 128 bits key to 256 bits causes increase in power and time consumption about 8% 

and to 256 bit key causes an increase of 16%. 
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                           Fig 4. Time Consumption for Encryption (Different Keys) 

Table 2. Time Consumption for Decryption (Different Keys) 

 

                           Fig 5. Time Consumption for Deccryption (Different Keys) 

The throughput of the encryption scheme defines the speed of encryption. When there is an increase in the 

throughput of the encryption algorithm, there is a decrease in the power consumption algorithm. 

Table 3. Throughput(Encryption) 
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Fig 6. Throughput (Encryption) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4. Throughput(Decryption) 
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Fig 7. Throughput (Encryption) 

Figure 6 denotes the throughput of encryption and figure 7 shows the throughput of decryption. From the 

analysis it shows that the SF Block cipher has better throughput than that of blowfish and IDEA algorithms. 

 

VI . CONCLUSION  

This paper presented the performance evaluation of three commonly known symmetric cryptographic 

algorithms. These algorithms are tested with different performance metrics. The simulation results shows that 

SF Block Cipher has better performance than Blowfish almost all the test cases. It is also identified that there is 

change in performance when there is a change in key size of SF Block cipher algorithm. Overall it is identified 

that SF can be used in circumstances where there is need for high security.  
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